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Urban setting 

3   The Town Pit/ Pond

The town pit was a man-made, rectangular watering 
hole created for the welfare of livestock brought to 
market on the east side of the market square. It is 
currently paved over and used as a car park, but the 
buildings that edged it are still there, defining its 
former shape.

Restoring the water feature as part of the HSHAZ 
improvements would be a wonderful thing to 
achieve because it both recalls Swaffham’s heritage 
as a prosperous argricultural market town and also 
introduces environmental benefits to address our 
21st century concerns.

Water is an excellent element to have in the public 
realm. It attracts and engages people of all ages and 
can be playful and active, or reflective and  tranquil, 
or both, depending on the design, the season and 
the time of day. A town pond could provide urban 
cooling, flood attenuation and SUDS a well as a 
place to enjoy as part of a trip to the town.

Ideas for enhancement

• reinstate the town pit as a contemporary 
interpretation of the historic livestock watering 
place

• ensure the design enables the Saturday auction 
to continue unimpeded, or that the auction can 
take advantage of the new setting

• incorporate elements that can engage and 
delight the senses - movement, tranquility, 
sound, aromatic planting etc

• incorporate seating and shade, provide 
opportunities to pause and reflect

• incorporate stepped edges where wildlife can 
drink 

• provide opportunities to interact with the water

• ensure lighting is an integral part of the pond 
design Existing situation showing approximate location of the Town 

Pit (solid line) and potential associated public space (aerial 
from Google Earth)

3  The Town Pit/ Pond

Small public spaces 
-Town Pit/ Pond

1. An urban reflecting pond, a chance to pause, rest, 
contemplate and recharge

2. Play fountains at Granary Square - free fun and a chance 
to cool off in the summer (source: TimeOut)

3. Contemporary urban pond and plantings 4. Traditional village pond at Manningtree in Essex (souce: 
The Telegraph)
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Historic landscape interpretation 
The role of the Auction is integral to the life of the town 
and a significant source of community pride, through its 
continued vibrancy since the origins of Swaffham and 
also the wide audience of visitors arriving for its unique 
live auction and atmosphere. 

The pond as a watering hole was known as the Town 
Pit and later formalised and was a noticeably long-lived 
feature in the historic townscape. 

The design interventions place importance upon 
the Auction, including its practical requirements for 
gathering, milling areas and servicing. The potential for 
improvements to circulation and public realm character 
are therefore linked with ideas for new planting and 
walkways, and a pond, forming part of a new linear park, 
as a green gateway into the town centre from the south.  

Design Interventions

1 Re-instate a Town Pond, developing the design 
to fully engage with the potential for inclusive 
design in the public realm, and the role of water 
for well-being, environmental and ecological value.  
Integrate a sculptural bridge, bringing nature into 
view and directly linked to the footpath network. 
Provide guardrails and native flowering marginal 
planting to optimise seasonality and habitat value. 

2 Create an active interface between the Town Pond 
and the Auction Place, giving an attractive setting 
and seating with trees for the audience.  Consider 
uses for recreation, relaxation and socialising, at 
times other than market days, when this area can 
play a role as a tranquil linear park with beautiful 
planting, which compliments the Market Place 
alongside, engaging a wide audience looking for 
seating and greenspace nearby. 

3 Extend the greenspace to form a new linear park, 
reaching The Pightle. This provides a new walk and 
green gateway to/from the centre and significantly 
improves views from Buttercross and Cley Road. 
Relocate carparking to provide trees and an 
attractive footpath through planted rain gardens. 
Relocate benches away from the road edge into the 
linear park. Retain servicing/drop-off to the Chapel. 

4 Re-configure the public realm in front of The Grey 
Hound, integrating landmark trees, rain gardens and 
seating grouped for sociable and communal uses.

2 
1 

3 

4 

Small public spaces 
-Town Pit/ Pond/ Auction
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Large public 
spaces

1  2 

3 

Large public spaces
The following pages describe the opportunities 
for the large public spaces. The areas within the 
HSHAZ are as listed below

1 Pedlar’s car park
2 The Corn Hall and War Memorial
3 The Market Place
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Urban setting 

1  The Corn Hall

The space surrounding the Corn Hall and the War 
Memorial could be better designed to create a 
feeling of continuity and enable the area to read as 
a single, unified space with the landmark building 
sitting comfortably in its setting.

A proliferation of signage, various paving units, 
bollards, railings and other items serve to cut the 
Corn Hall off from the wider market space making 
it feel disconnected from its setting and hemmed 
in by roads and parking. 

The groundscape is paved to delineate an access 
road leading to two parking spaces at the far 
end and a turning head next to the cafe. A single 
surface with low-key delineation would work much 
better here, allowing occasional access and parking 
without creating visual clutter.

Ideas for enhancement

• consider resurfacing the space in the long term 
to remove rigid delineations for parking and 
access to enable more flexible use of the space

• improve pedestrian connections, including 
across the space linking to the Churchyard, 
The Shambles, the main market place and Lynn 
Street 

• rationalise the street furniture - a single style 
and colour for lighting columns and signage 
across the whole market area would unify the 
spaces

• incorporate seating and shade, reposition 
benches and provide opportunities to pause 
and reflect on the war memorial

• consider how the building meets the ground - 
a surface treatment that anchors the building 
to its setting is preferred

• ensure lighting is an integral part of the spatial 
design. Light the trees and structures to add 
drama and atmosphere to the space

Existing situation showing the Corn Hall and War Memorial 
hemmed in between roads

1  The Corn Hall

Large public spaces
- The Corn Hall

1. Street furniture in a convivial arrangement with a bench 
and two individual chairs arranged on a cobblestone “rug”. A  
tree anchors them in their setting 

2. Moveable planters can be located to provide a buffer to the 
busy road, shade, visual interest and a sense of fun. They can 
be moved by palette trucks if necessary when the memorial 
parade happens needed (Image source: Iota Gardens)

3. Light up the Corn Hall façades to emphasise its 
landmark status and showcase the attractive architectural 
composition

4. A constantly changing sculptural installation brings fun 
and dynamism to a small urban space. Rows of benches that 
can be rotated by users to face any way they like. 
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Historic landscape interpretation 
The Corn Hall is integral to Swaffham’s market activity 
and narratives with multiple alleys through to the 
Shambles, its wider community and through to the 
Church. This whole area is interwoven within the civic 
life, exchange and pageantry of the town, however its 
public realm is dis-jointed and dominated by vehicular 
routes and traffic barriers. 

The design interventions aim to re-choreograph its 
public realm, to create a setting for its architecture, with 
a spacious vibrant and adaptable character, as a venue in 
Swaffham’s civic and cultural life.   

Design Interventions

1 Develop this area to fully realise its potential as a 
spacious and elegant square, with improved, fully-
pedestrian realm, seating and planting.

2 Relocate accessible parking spaces and reinstate 
kerb-free hard surfaces across this area. 

3 Plant street trees integrated within paving, offering 
dappled shade, seasonal colour, microclimate 
cooling and biodiversity. Include flowering species 
with winter colour, such as small-leaved limes Tilia 
cordata ‘Winter Orange’ and a resilient approach to 
selection. Incorporate tree cells and SuDS to benefit 
tree establishment and health. 

4 Create a Kitchen Herb Garden, with the design 
to develop ideas for engaging with Community 
Gardening in the town, with the medieval narratives 
around herbs and local produce and with the 
potential for al-fresco dining and cafes. Explore 
potential for moveable herb planters to optimise and 
activate spaces. 

5 Layout including new planting to offer a formal 
setting to the Memorial, and improvement to the 
existing seating by providing visual and sensory 
interest and respite from the road. 

6 Design to integrate and reveal the pattern of lanes 
through to the Shambles, so that the whole square 
functions and opens up to businesses both along the 
outside of the Shambles and to the east alongside 
the Church. 

1 

3 

4 

2 

4 

5 

6 

Large public spaces
- The Corn Hall and Memorial

The role of the Memorial as a formal community space is 
integral to the Town Centre

Tree-lighting and evening atmosphere for events 

Pavement and planting, space to stroll and meet 

Tree canopy offering dappled shade to shoppers Linear planting beds, to enhance the Memorial, offering 
seasonal variety and separation from roads

Civic space, adaptable for art and performance, with 
buildings as a backdrop 
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Urban setting 

2  The Market Place

The main Market Place is the heart of the town and 
the reason for its being. It comes to life on Saturdays 
when it hosts the popular weekend market. During the 
remainder of the week it functions as a free, short stay 
car park.

The buildings overlooking the space feel disconnected 
from it, even those that aren’t separated by roads have 
been separated by unattractive ramps and temporary 
plastic additions that obscure the pretty façades.

At the Christmas market we observed a number of 
large market vehicles parked on-site for the duration. 
These blocked views across the space and detracted 
from the attractive, pedestrian friendly atmosphere.

Ideas for enhancement

• remove market vehicles from the market square 
except for loading/unloading. Large lorries and 
vans obscure the views to stalls and detract from 
the overall look and feel

• consider resurfacing in the long term to create a 
single surface across the space to reduce the visual 
dominance of the car park and enable more flexible 
arrangements of temporary uses

• rationalise the equipment associated with parking 
to reduce its visual impact and keep visual and 
physical clutter to a minimum

• improve the interface between the Assembly 
Rooms and cafe and the Market space. Remove 
the temporary additions and create a positive 
relationship between the entrances and the 
outdoor seating

• replant street trees and consider additional planting 
to soften the space and provide a visual connection 
between the town and the countryside that 
surrounds and supports it

• ensure the lighting design is an integral part of the 
spatial design. Light the trees and structures to add 
drama and atmosphere to the space

Existing situation showing the disconnect between the 
buildings and the space and the dominance of car parking

2  The Marketplace

Large public spaces
- The Corn Hall

1. Recapture the spirit of historic Swaffham with 
organised dancing in the market space

2. Allow children to occupy the space sometimes - introduce 
movable play equipment and colourful awnings to 
encourage young families into the town on special days

3. Design landscape interventions in and around the market 
to provide a soft separation between the road and event 
space. 

4. Provide a palette of materials and colours for the market 
and al fresco areas that surround the market area.
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Large public spaces
- the Buttercross

Historic landscape interpretation 

2 The Market Place, Buttercross and Assembly 
Rooms

The Buttercross is the centrepiece of the Market Place. 
The Assembly Rooms and the building frontages along 
the west of Market street also have a direct relationship 
with the Market Place, as a single civic, commercial and 
cultural space. 

Design interventions recognise the asset of historic 
fabric, whilst also placing an emphasis on realising the 
full potential of the space, as an accessible, bustling 
and highly versatile setting for the future activities of the 
town. This area symbolises the civic identity of Swaffham. 
It is important that the whole space is designed 
holistically, in order to fully realise its potential as an 
inclusive, active and sociable space which engages all 
the community. 

Design Interventions

1 Re-instate pavement along the west side of the 
street, where pavement has been reduced in width 
to create parking. Retain servicing to businesses, 
Assembly Rooms and the Market.

2 Replant street trees and repave across the 
widened pavement, so that it ‘belongs’ visually 
with the Market Place, and to stimulate activated 
pavement spill-out uses facing the Market Place and 
Buttercross. 

3 Make crossings safer and wider, with new materials, 
making pedestrian movement more inclusive and 
welcoming, (without parked cars obstructing views). 

4 Integrate linear rain gardens with attractive seasonal 
planting alongside the trees, offering SuDS and 
enhancing pedestrian crossing points. 

5 Plant additional landmark trees around the 
Buttercross, enhancing its importance as a venue 
and cultural focus and providing dappled shade 
to people in the square, including people using 
the space on non-market days for quieter, sociable 
recreation and meeting friends. 

6 Provide more seating, grouped to encourage 
sociable interactions, and planting areas to improve 
the environmental qualities, visual character and 
allow full enjoyment of the space.

3 

4

5 1

1 

3

3 

3 6 

2 

Queen Victoria’s Jubilee, 1897. The Market Space extends across to buildings - welcoming the whole town.

The buildings directly address the Market Place and 
Assembly Rooms, as one civic and cultural space with the 
Buttercross as the centrepiece. 

The pavement width is potentially 5m, however half of this 
has been dedicated to parking, leaving pedestrians and 
business frontages <3m.   

Potential to widen the pavement, 
with existing road retained.  
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Urban setting 

3  Pedlar’s Car Park

This triangular car park area to the north of The 
Shambles is home to the Pedlar of Swaffham sign 
and an historic founding stone. It is surrounded on 
all sides by wide roads. It is bordered by mature 
trees on the north and west sides which provide 
an attractive green backdrop on arrival into 
Swaffham.

The south side of the space is cut off from the 
Shambles and wider market spaces by a three-
lane tarmac street that accommodates bus stops, 
loading and general traffic. The street feels overly 
wide and out of scale with the market town.

A review of the traffic movements around this 
junction with a view to reconnecting the space 
via crossings or surface treatments would be 
welcome. Reduction in the amount of blacktop to 
reduce emphasis on the cars would help to reduce 
the severance and tie the space into the wider 
townscape.

Ideas for enhancement

• improve connectivity to and through the car park 
with designated crossing points, particularly across 
Lynn Road to Ash Close and across Market Place

• making more of the site’s historic significance 
- enhance views to the Pedlar sign, explain the 
significance of the founding stone, use lighting and 
paving to mark out the features as an important 
entrance to Swaffham

• review the road between the Shambles and the 
triangle to reduce its width and improve pedestrian 
comfort

• consider creating a green transport hub that 
capitalises on proximity to bus stops and the rapid 
charging points already there. Introduce secure 
cycle parking, bike and scooter hire, car club 
spaces, maps and information on walking and 
cycling routes, solar panels etc.

• investigate opportunities to use the space for other 
activities on occasion eg small stage, teen shelter 
related to the cafe, green space.

1. Existing situation showing the disconnect between the 
usable space (car park) defined by vehicle movements and 
the perceived space defined by the buildings 

3  Pedlar’s Car Park

Large public spaces
- the Marketplace

1. Introduce the town’s heritage at the entry to the town  and 
encourage people to explore while their car is charging.

2. The triangle could become a focus for green transport and 
accessibly incorporating secure cycle and scooter parking, 
solar electric charging points and future car club spaces

3. New edges around the car park could make waiting 
for the bus more comfortable and fun. 

4. Connect the Pedlar’s car park to The Shambles by 
reducing the visual dominance of the tarmac, introducing 
pedestrian priority and insert more urban green space
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Linear spaces

Large public spaces
The following pages describe the opportunities 
for the large public spaces. The areas within the 
HSHAZ are as listed below

1 Market Place (west)
2 The Corn Hall- adjacent road
3 Market Place (east)
4 Plowright Place

1  

2  

3  4  
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Active and passive spaces for engaging in 
public life

Swaffham’s static spaces are connected by several 
linear spaces that have a number of sometimes 
conflicting functions. Their primary function should 
be to accommodate pedestrians moving through 
the town, browsing, shopping, stopping to chat to 
and maybe sit and watch the world go by.

At the moment, large areas of these linear spaces 
are given over to car parking. This is problematic 
because of the way it is designed to emphasise 
the car spaces, implying vehicles take precedence 
over pedestrians when in fact, the surfaces are 
intended to be shared.

A rebalancing needs to occur so that the space 
can operate more flexibly and car movements 
are not allowed to dominate. In the long 
term, removing the precisely drawn car space 
demarcations in favour of something more low 
key would help. This, coupled with recent changes 
to the Highway Code to favour pedestrian 
movements over cars should bring about a shift in 
attitude.

Ideas for enhancement

• long term - remove the tightly drawn car 
space demarcation to allow more flexible use 
of the spaces

• introduce flexible parking management to 
enable reconfiguration for special occasions

• retain the al-fresco dining spaces that were 
introduced during covid and consider 
extending these

• introduce moveable street furniture that 
people can personalise to their use of the 
space

• introduce festoon lighting or other decorative 
linear lighting forms designed to light 
activities rather than car spaces.

• encourage shops to consider their doorstep 
zone to enhance the visual appeal of the 
pavement

Linear 
spaces

Existing situation showing linear spaces that encorage 
movement and travel through the town.

1. Reclaiming some space from cars to introduce greenery 
and seating areas softens the appearance of te hard spaces 
and creates an attractive setting for outdoor dining

2. A cohesive and consistent approach to “doorstep 
activities” is needed so that they add to the town’s appeal. 
Design quality, style, colour and materials should be 
controlled to avoid detracting from the historic architecture

3. A combination of low maintenance green space and 
seating reduces the impact of busy roads - Passeig de Sant 
Juan, Barcelona. (Image source: escofet)

4. Linear installations can make the most of the wider 
pavement space bringing colour, interest and activity
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5
GREENING SWAFFHAM
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Trees in the Shambles, extending to Lynn Street
 

Trees & water
Swaffham’s vibrant history of market activity and the 
evolution of the town emanating from the Market Place, 
has resulted in a rich illustrated record of the town and 
the setting of its buildings.  The presence of water 
and street trees can be seen as a constant interplay 
within the Market Place itself. The following pages 
underpin the green and blue strategy for Swaffham in 
an attempt to reinterpret and introduce its historic and 
environmental context.

Water in the Market Place 

• This appears in illustrations as an area of naturally 
seasonal ponding in a low point within the Market 
Place.  This wet area - Town Pit - is seen with two 
lengths of post and rail, extending out towards the 
throughfare.  By 1928, the wet area  still extended 
well beyond the building frontage (Ordnance 
Survey 25 inch, 1914) 

• Horses and livestock are drinking from it in 
illustrations, and the Live auction used it for 
watering livestock. 

Street Trees

• Trees were planted along the Shambles and the 
Market Place, defining building frontages, giving a 
setting for activities in the town.

OS 25 inch, 1892-1914 

• Trees at the Memorial in 1953, appear to be native 
limes. 

Revealing History
Trees and Water

Water in the Market Place, 1890

 

Young street trees along London Street and the Market Place Street Trees along Lynn Street, Coronation Parade, 1953. 
These appear to be small-leaved limes. 

Water in the Market Place, c1900
 

Water in the Market Place, 1928
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Revealing Environment 
& Bio diversity

A unique landscape & ecology 

Key Features

• The landscape setting around Swaffham is 
unique within Norfolk and nationally. 

• Quiet meandering river valleys are interspersed 
with undulating dry heathland, shelterbelts and 
forests. Dry chalk deposits close to the ground 
surface with layers of sand and flint.  

• The agricultural land is ancient including 
localised production such as medieval rabbit 
warrens, which have become intrinsically part of 
the dry, sandy, heathland ecology.    

• Unique geological and ecological features - 
remnants of ice depressions - characterise the 
Brecks, many with evocative names - pingo, 
mere, breck. This geology created ancient 
settlements, due to flint mining back to neolithic 
periods.     

• This area is one of the driest and warmest in the 
UK

• The Brecks are highly biodiverse - with nationally 
important geology and habitats. Sites of Special 
Scientific Interest are numerous including 
Thompson Common, East Walton Common and 
Foulden Common.

• But the landscape and its habitats are highly 
vulnerable to climate change, ecological decline 
and pollution. Threats include changes to 
hydrology, habitats and ecology, air quality. 

• Vulnerabilities affect farming and food 
production. 

• The Brecks are a regional and national 
destination for nature-lovers. The landscape 
favours ground-nesting birds such as stone 
curlew, woodlark and nightjar.  The area is also 
notable for retaining its dark skies. 

A pingo pond - characteristic pond feature resulting from  
glacial depression. 
 

Ford, Nar Valley
 

The Brecks landscape favours ground-nesting birds, such as 
Stone curlews, a priority species.

Rabbit warrens in the Brecks landscapePeddar Way

Swaffham Forest, near Cockley Cley, coniferous managed 
woodland
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Bringing the countryside in - Hattersheim Town Square
 

Water’s edge - sets the scene for a variety of relaxing, sociable, 
outdoor spaces

Artistic and sculptural qualities, sensory and tactile

Greening Strategy 
The Greening Strategy forms a key part of The 
Vision, and is guided by the engagement insights. 

The insights gained through the Engagement 
Programme included a wide range of comments 
about the existing low level of greening in 
the Town Centre and ideas for increasing this. 
Examples  included:

• More street trees

• Greener spaces with lawns and meadows to 
meet and socialise, listen/watch events

• Planting with seating, which feels welcoming, 
relaxing and is away from traffic.

• Attractive planting to enhance the pedestrian 
environment, to encourage walking and 
footfall, to improve the quality of spill-out 
pavement/cafe spaces

• Planting along green links, foot/cycle ways

• Planting to encourage wildlife habitat

• Planting to contribute to air quality and a 
healthy environment

The Greening Strategy is also guided by our 
study of Swaffham’s history and by the existing 
landscape setting. 

Key opportunities for combining planting and 
water are highlighted here and on the next page, 
including:

• Bringing nature into view, setting the scene for 
relaxation, socialising, play

• Experiencing the living qualities of water, 
which draws the eye, reflects light and gives 
delight 

• Giving identity and enriching sense of place 

• Offering sensory, educational, artistic., 
sculptural qualities

• Supporting biodiversity value

• Giving micro climate benefits - climate-
adaptation and sustainable water cycle

Engaging with the 
environment

Playful routes giving contact with nature

Combining formal edges with wildlife - Whitestone Pond - 
originally for horses to drink, now a nature reserve beside an 
A road.

Green routes through Rain Gardens, for sustainable drainage 
and physical activity - Hammarby Town 

Water and wildlife, enriching sense of place Discovery and learning, bringing nature into view
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Greening strategy: Revealing 
its history through trees and 
water

Water in the Market Place 

• a seasonal dynamic 

•  practical uses over time. 

Street Trees

• defining building frontages and landmarks

• giving scale, and setting for activity in the 
town

• bringing the countryside in

• dynamic and practical role of water 

• living elemental qualities of water, moving, 
reflective

• sensory qualities, educational, artistic., 
sculptural 

• relaxation, enjoyment, play

• draws the eye, catches light and gives delight

• gives identity and enriches sense of place

• significant biodiversity value

• micro-climate benefits - climate-adaptation 
strategy

• sustainable water cycle

Sculptural qualities, nature meets art

Trees in the Shambles, extending to Lynn Street
 

Water in the Market Place, 1890 

Enhancing the backdrop: 
Trees & Water

Playful routes giving contact with nature

Whitestone Pond - once for Horses and Carriages  now a 
nature reserve alongside an A road.

Hattersheim Town Square 

Waters edge - sets the scene for a variety of 
sociable outdoor uses

Hammarby, Green routes and Rain Gardens
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Opportunities for Planting 
and Water in Swaffham 
The Greening Strategy has identified 8 
different types of planting in response to the 
engagement insights and the landscape setting. 

As a set of planting types, these can play a 
key role in the enhancements and design 
interventions for streetscape, circulation and 
public realm activation. 

These types of planting can be applied 
individually, to enrich and give different 
character to each space in the public realm: 
Examples are provided in the Design Options.  

They can also be interwoven, to create into a 
mosaic of habitats within the town masterplan:

• bringing nature into the town

• enriching the townscape character

• inviting people to enjoy walking in the 
town, and encouraging use of spaces. 

• offering a buffer away from traffic

• establishing a resilient future tree canopy 
for Swaffham, contributing to air quality, 
cooling and biodiversity

• bringing delight and seasonal colours, 
inviting people to walk, sit and socialise

• creating functional rain gardens, absorbing 
rainwater, offering colourful nectar-rich 
planting with biodiversity value

6. Lawns and wildflower meadow
 

3. Tree groups, including native and water’s edge species.  
Naturalistic multi-stems, bringing the countryside into the 
town. 

1. Landmark trees

2. Street trees 

3. Multi-stemmed trees 

4.  Colourful Rain Gardens

5. Swaffham Herb Garden

6. Lawns and wildflower meadow

7. Hedges

8. Pond and marginal planting 2. Street trees 

3. Multi-stemmed trees 

4.  Colourful Rain Gardens

5. Swaffham Herb Garden

6. Lawns and wildflower meadow

7. Hedges

8. Pond and marginal planting 

Enhancing 
the backdrop: 
Greening

1. Landmark trees - enriching public space as community 
landmarks. Species which are long-lived, with local 
heritage and biodiversity value. 
 

5.  Herb Garden - to activate cafe and dining spaces.  
Aromatic and nectar-rich plants - supporting pollinators. 

2. Street trees - robust, light-foliaged trees, which offer 
shade, cooling and colourful seasonal change, in the 
streetscape. 

7. Hedges - including native mixed species, and single 
native species, such as beech, hornbeam, holly, yew.

4. Colourful accents through the seasons - draining 
surface rainwater from pavements and roads surfaces, 
contributing to a sustainable water cycle.

8. Pond and flowering marginal planting
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Greening Strategy - Ideas for 
planting & water 

1. Landmark trees

2. Street trees 

3. Native tree groups

4. Hedges

5. Colourful rain garden planting

6. Kitchen Herb Garden

These are ideas for types of planting, which can

• enrich and give different characters to each 
space in the public realm

• offer a climate-aware and sustainable measures 
to establish future tree canopy in the town. 

• species which contribute to improving air 
quality, and cooling through evapo-transpiration

• mixes of plants which bring delight and 
seasonal colour changes to the streetscape, 
inviting people to stay, walk, sit and socialise

• rain garden planting, addressing stormwater 
run-off, species tolerant both of dry and wet 
conditions, and offering colourful accents and 
biodiversity

• bringing nature into the town

• enriching the townscape

• inviting people to enjoy walking in the town 
and to use pavement spaces. 

• improving air, biodiversity, water

Hedges - including native mixed species, and single native 
species, such as beech, hornbeam, holly, yew. Habitat value 
for songbirds and invertebrates. 

Landmark trees - enriching public space as community 
landmarks. Species which are long-lived, with local heritage 
and biodiversity value. 
 

Enhancing the 
backdrop: Greening

Kitchen herbs - Potential for moveable Herb Gardens to 
activate and define al fresco cafe and dining spaces.  
Aromatic and nectar-rich plants - rosemary, sage, 
marjoram - supporting pollinators. 

Tree groups, including native and water’s edge species.  
Naturalistic multi-stems, bringing the countryside into the 
town. 

Street trees - Robust, light-foliaged trees, which offer 
shade, cooling and colourful seasonal change, in the 
streetscape. 

Colourful accents through the seasons - Mixed grasses, 
perennials and bulbs. Draining surface rainwater from 
pavements and road surfaces, contributing to a sustainable 
water cycle.
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Plant Swap event - bringing people together and sharing 
skills and produce
 

Herb Garden - Community gardening and sociable activities
 

Greening Strategy : 
Opportunities for Planting & 
Water in Swaffham 
The Greening Strategy also lends itself to hand-on 
involvement, engaging people in activities, including 
inter-generational and community projects, supporting 
recreation, cultural life, health and well-being.  

The Greening Strategy offers considerable 
opportunities to influence:

• Circulation and wayfinding 

• Inclusive design, sensory and memorable spaces 
which are accessible to all

• Traffic management - Placing priority on the 
pedestrian realm, safety and comfort

• Enhancement and activation of the pavement as 
spill-out for businesses, cafes and restaurants.

• Recreation, relaxation, health and well-being

• Improved links with nature, and the surrounding 
landscape

The Greening Strategy includes design options which 
can be: 

• Pilot projects - to trial initial options for feedback 
and review. 

• Moveable elements - for example kitchen herb 
planters to set out for restaurant and pavement 
spaces. 

• Longer term permanent elements of green 
infrastructure within the masterplan - for example 
lawns, trees, rain gardens.

Enhancing the backdrop: 
Greening

Educational use by children’s groups, schools, increasing 
knowledge about local wildlife 

New spaces to perform outdoors for young people and all 
ages, including school groups. Stimulating evening activity 
in the town by re-imagining spaces

Rain gardens - with mixed evergreen and flowering grasses, 
perennials and bulbs - encouraging walking and enjoyment 
of Swaffham’s streetscape. 

Sensory and tactile impact of planting in the public realm
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Wildflower roofs - supporting pollinators. Contributing to air 
quality, physical activity and sustainable travel
 

Shaping spaces with colour, for seasonal events
 

Greening Strategy 
The Greening Strategy is a versatile 
framework, which can be developed in 
stages.  The also allows for Pilot Projects 
to be implemented, as interventions 
within reasonably small, defined 
spaces but with larger impacts and the 
potential for ‘rolling out’ these initiatives, 
extending their influence to consolidate 
the greening framework within the 
masterplan.  

The colourful and seasonal nature of the 
planting types, and their wide-ranging 
spatial characters, offer inspiring ways 
to link different spaces  and play a key 
role in building identity and enriching 
character. 

Potential Pilot Projects  include:

• Moveable Structures - to test options 
and/or create temporary spaces for 
seasons and special events

• Swaffham Herb Garden - starting 
with raised planters for kitchen herbs, 
adaptable for pavement cafe and 
restaurants, and/or cooking/dining

• Nature Interventions - linking with 
masterplan aims - physical health, 
green transport, air quality 

• Nature Interventions -threading 
biodiversity through the town, 
giving opportunities for community 
involvement and learning, for 
example a Nature Club

Enhancing the backdrop: 
Greening

Wildlife education - Engaging people in the benefits of 
threading biodiversity through the town, native trees, 
flowering perennials and a wildife  pool in the town

A variety of smaller and larger spaces, sociable, playable 
and planted elements, which can be moved/adapted/ 
relocated 

Moveable Herb Gardens to activate and define al 
fresco cafe and dining spaces.  

Herb garden - Community gardening as a 
sociable activity - Medieval herbs, sensory 
garden and healthy eating benefits
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6
NEXT STEPS
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Next Steps
  

Stage 5 - Reach community consensus

This stage is where the strategic spatial framework plan 
is presented to the Client, community and stakeholders 
with an overview of the collated opportunities in 
context. It is the point at which both shared and 
conflicting interests can be showcased and highlighted 
- allowing each group to understand the wider needs 
and objectives whilst seeing their own needs addressed 
in context. 

This stage is part consultation and part engagement, 
where final touches are ironed out and addressed 
with different stakeholders. The management of 
expectations and communication is key as this stage 
becomes important in confirming a shared ownership 
of a vision amongst several parties.

Stage 6 - Final Illustrative Town Centre 
Masterplan

The final stage is the completion of the Swaffham 
Town Centre Masterplan. It will be the point at which 
a shared vision is achieved amongst the Client, 
stakeholders and the community and manifested within 
a masterplan document, and prioritised sites and ideas 
for small-scale interventions. The final submissions will 
be a product of analysis, best practice and Swaffham 
insight.




